
OpeMax 500 

Compact but versatile professional hoist 

with 36st/ 227kg capacity, powered legs 
and a choice of 3 spreader bars  
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•!Versatile 227kg / 500lb / 36st capacity with 

powered opening and closing legs  

•!Choice of 3 retrofittable spreader bars: Standard, 

Manual or Powered Cradle 

•!Unique double joint with flexible cradle for easy 

sling attachment and ensures the patient is always 

at their natural sense of gravity 

•!Curved design ensures patient can rotate 360° 

without the patient touching the hoist  

•!Will comfortably lift from the flow without the base 

having any contact with the patient 

•!2 batteries included with powered cradle version 

(2nd battery as an option with manual cradle and 

standard spreader bar) 

•!Mast is 15cm shorter and the legs are 11cm 

shorter than nearest competitor  

•!Plastic leg protectors to minimise damage and risk 

of cross-infection 

•!Full range of loop & clip slings with proven 

compatibility with several leading sling brands  

“the hoist is noticeably smaller 
than the competition, and the 
special cradle made the patients 

feel at ease during transfer” 

Standard Spreader Bar 

with 6 hooks and spring 

fastening for slings 

Manual Cradle for clip slings. 

Lightweight and unobtrusive 

Powered Cradle for 

zero-lift transfer with 

flexible attachment 

points for easy sling 

attachment and balance 

Powered Cradle operated from the 

handcontrol, allowing the carer or patient to 

use the hoist from any position 

Proven reliability of the latest Linak 

actuator and control box.  

Ordering Information 
OpeMax 500 Powered Cradle  11000180 

OpeMax 500 Manual Cradle  11000190 
OpeMax 500 Standard Spreader  11000180   

Options 

Upgrade Powered Cradle Kit   
Upgrade Manual Cradle Kit 

Standard 2 pt (6 hooks) Spreader Bar   
Class 3 CE Weigh Scale  32103160 

Additional Battery   31101070 

Additional Charger   31101040 
Clip and Loop Slings  See separate brochure 
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The unique clip system 

is easy to use and 

minimises risk of errors 


